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hold a joint press conference after talks at the Chancellery in Berlin on September 15, 2017. (AFP)
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1

Germany is actively seeking to encourage German businesses to
work in Qatar through the planned hosting of a business forum
in Berlin during April 2018.

2

German businesses are likely to find numerous opportunities to
work in Qatar, primarily on World Cup related infrastructure
work in the building and transport industries.

3

Qatar is suffering ongoing negative effects of its regional
isolation, including for businesses operating in Doha who are
having to deal with rising logistical costs and delays to
importing materials.
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5

6

The collapse of British construction giant was caused in part by
Qatar’s not paying the company a £200 million debt for work on
World Cup preparations in Doha.

The UK attempted to intervene to obtain payment for Carillion
but they failed, demonstrating the severe risk of non-payment
and lack of enforcement of contract that exists when doing business in Qatar.

German businesses face serious risks of not being able to carry
out contracted work in Qatar and also are at serious risk of not
being paid and not having access to reliable arbitration methods
to enforce contracts.
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Introduction
Trade relations between Germany and Qatar
have been on the rise since Qatar first opened
its Berlin embassy in 2005. German politicians
have recently demonstrated a keenness to
develop bilateral trade with Qatar, borne out
of Doha’s commitment to investment dramatic sums of money in building infrastructure,
largely due to their planned hosting of the FIFA
World Cup in 2022.

German companies largely operate in the building and transport infrastructure industries in
Qatar. This is likely to increase when a key business forum is held in Berlin in April 2018, with
the aim of promoting business ties between the
two countries. But with Qatar under sanctions
from their neighbours, is the ambitious citystate a safe and certain place to do business?

Photo credit: Nasser Al-Khater, a senior figure at the World Cup organising body, the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy (R) shakes hands with Spanish footballer Xavi Hernandez, who currently plays for the Qatari football club Al-Sadd. (AFP)
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Overview of
Germany -Qatar
Relations
Germany and Qatar established bilateral relations in 1973. Qatar opened their Berlin embassy in 2005, which is currently headed by Ambassador Saoud bin Abdulrahman al-Thani (a
member of the ruling family and Qatari sports
administrator). Germany has a reciprocal embassy in Doha.
Relations between Germany and Qatar are generally considered to be good. In 2002 a German
Business Council was established in Qatar, as
well as a branch of the German Industry and
Commerce Office. A German-Qatari economic
commission was set up in 2007 and has met
regularly over the past decade. As a result, trade
between the two nations has steadily increased,
reaching approximately 2.54 billion in 2015.
The most valuable German exports to Qatar
are motor vehicles, and plant and machinery
equipment. For Qatar, the German market represents 7.3 percent of Doha’s foreign trade, with
liquefied natural gas being the central export
from Qatar to Germany. Qatar’s continued and
dramatic investment in infrastructure means
Germany is keen to continue increasing bilateral trade between the two nations.
In November 2017, the German Minister of
Economy and Finance, Brigitte Zebrais, announced a “Business and Investment in Qatar
Forum” will be held in Berlin during April 2018.
The conference will bring together around 600
businessmen and senior government officials
with the aim of further developing bilateral
trade between Qatar and Germany. Zebrais
made the announcement during a visit to Germany by the Qatar Businessmen Association, to
whom she said: “I am impressed with the developments in Qatar.”

Zebrais said Qatar’s investments in Germany are “good and strategic”. Qatar has stakes
in prominent Germany companies including
Volkswagen (Qatar holds 17 percent of stocks
and is the third largest investor shareholder), Siemens (Qatar holds a 3.3 percent stake),
Deutsche Bank (Qatar holds a stake of just
under 10 percent), among others. Germany’s
desire to increase bilateral trade with Qatar
naturally means Berlin has, mostly, been publicly supportive of Doha, including in its fallout with Gulf neighbours Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Qatar’s economy is estimated to be at least 80
percent owned the state – either completely or
in part. The huge infrastructure investment being made by Doha – estimated to be up to $200
billion by 2022 – is therefore mostly controlled
by the Qatari state. Large scale projects in Qatar
are awarded by state-run procurement offices,
who often write-in political guarantees when
agreeing contracts, and this may go some way
to explaining why Germany has backed Qatar
publicly in recent months.
In June 2017, shortly after Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Bahrain and the UAE announced its sanctioning of Qatar, German Foreign Minister Sigmar
called on the “Arab quartet” to reconsider the
sanctions. The statement by Foreign Minister
Sigmar is likely to have been motivated by a
desire to encourage Qatari investment in Germany and to boost German chances of securing
more contracts in Qatar. Despite the public solidarity shown with Qatar in recent times, there
have been concerns in Germany about Doha’s
alleged involvement with aiding and abetting
terrorist groups operating in the Middle East
and North Africa.
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During August 2014, German Minister of Development Gerd Muller accused Qatar of funding
the Islamic State (IS) group. The German government swiftly distanced itself from Muller’s
comments, however; the remarks reflected, and
likely continue to reflect, suspicions among
some German officials about the substance and
impact of Qatar’s interventionist regional foreign policy, which has seen Doha provide material and political support to a range of Islamist
groups.
Whatever existing concerns there may be about
Qatar’s foreign policy are no doubt trumped by
a desire in Berlin to build strong and increased
economic ties with Doha. German companies
are very active in Qatar within plant construction, energy generation, the building industry,
and in transport infrastructure. It has previously been reported most of the German companies operating in Qatar are sub-contractors,
which will later be shown as exposing German
enterprises to business risks in Doha.
It is a well-known fact that Qatar’s proposed
hosting of the FIFA World Cup 2022 will, if it
takes place, be the most expensive tournament
in the competition’s history. Estimates suggest Qatar will spend more than $200 billion
on hosting the World Cup, with the city-state
said to be spending an average of $500 million
a week on preparations. Germany, or rather
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a prominent German architecture firm, has
played a key role in the World Cup project to
date.
Speer and Partners, founded by Albert Speer
Jr. (who passed away in September 2017), was
behind Qatar’s “master plan” to win the World
Cup, and they have been responsible for designing stadiums for the 2022 tournament. The
German architect firm are held in such high
regard by Doha, that when Qatar won the right
to host the World Cup, Sheikh Mohammed bin
Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani (a brother of the
ruler), called Speer and Partners to say: “I love
my Germans!”

Photo credit: Workers on the construction site at Al-Wakrah Stadium, a World Cup venue designed by celebrated Iraqi-British architect Zaha Hadid, some 15 kilometres on the outskirts of the Qatari capital Doha
(AFP)
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Photo credit: Workers on the construction site at Al-Wakrah Stadium, a World Cup venue designed by celebrated Iraqi-British architect Zaha Hadid, some 15 kilometres on the outskirts of the Qatari capital Doha
(AFP)
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FIFA World Cup
2022

It is vital to hone in on how Qatar is preparing
for the FIFA World Cup 2022 when considering an analysis of the business environment
in Doha. The huge infrastructure development
taking place in Qatar is largely down to World
Cup needs, which means understanding the
scale of the project is critical when assessing
any associated risks with doing business in
Doha.

The scale of the cost to Qatar of the World Cup
is stark. The FIFA World Cup 2022, if it takes
place in Qatar, will easily be the most expensive tournament in the competition’s history.
Comparatively, the World Cup 2014 in Brazil
cost the host nation an estimated $15 billion;
in 2010 South Africa spent in the region of $3
billion; the 2006 tournament cost Germany
around $2 billion; and the jointly hosted 2002
World Cup cost South Korea and Japan an estimated $1.3 billion and $2.5 billion respectively.
In terms of the cost to host nation citizens,
Qataris will also be paying the highest amount
per head in the history of the World Cup. At a
cost of $200 billion, the per capita cost to the
total 313,000 citizens of Qatar would be $6.4
million. For the previous four tournaments,
the per capita cost was: $72.2 in Brazil; $53.65
in South Africa; $24.19 in Germany; $25.36 in
South Korea and $19.68 in Japan.
While Qatar may have the cash to fund a project as ambitious as the World Cup, the citystate’s poor relations with its neighbours mean
despite being able to pay, tournament preparations have been hit hard. Qatar’s sole land
border remains closed, vessels are unable to
pass through necessary UAE deep-water ports,
and planes are restricted from using airspace of
neighbouring countries.
All of this has led to World Cup preparations

being hit by delays caused by supply routes
being blocked. Various project managers working in the building and transport industries
in Qatar told Cornerstone Global Associates
in January 2018 that their work has not been
completely halted but the ongoing isolation of
Qatar is having a significant impact on their
ability to complete World Cup related work.
“The supply routes have not been replaced
properly,” one project manager said on condition of anonymity. “The idea Qatar has replaced
its old supply routes with new ones is simply
not true – it is still taking us three times as long
to get materials here as it did before the crisis
began in June 2017.”
Another project manager said Qatar is doing its
best to project an image of being able to absorb
the pressures of its isolation, but that reality is
biting and the pressure is increasing to progress
building and infrastructure projects in order
to be ready for Qatar to host the World Cup in
2022.
“We are under pressure to get the work done,”
the project manager said. “But how can we get
the work done if we can’t get the materials we
need into the country? We are powerless to
change the situation – it’s all about politics.”
The views of project managers working onthe-ground in Qatar directly contradicts recent
public statements made by Qatar’s Foreign
Minister, Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman
al-Thani.
At the World Economic Forum in Davos during
January 2018, Foreign Minister al-Thani said:
“The [Qatari] government has…overcome the
disruptions which happened to supplies at the
beginning of the [Gulf] crisis and we have introduced alternative routes. There is no disruption
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at the moment.”

The various project managers Cornerstone
spoke to in Doha all worked for small multi-naThe foreign minister did not provide any details tional companies, many of which are of similar
about the claimed new supply routes into Qatar, size to the German companies working mostly
and his assertions do not tally with what proas subcontractors in Qatar on infrastructure reject managers told Cornerstone in Doha during lated work. The project managers said that even
January 2018. It is our assessment that Qatar’s
when their supplies reach Doha they come at an
leaders are keen to project an image of not beadditional cost: In a number of interviews proing impacted by their country’s regional isolaject managers variously stated logistical costs
tion, but that this is no more than politicking
had risen by between 20 and 25 percent.
not grounded in reality. Qatar’s ongoing isolation has effectively cut the country’s traditional The increased costs and delays to supply lines
supply routes and private contractors have felt
come at a time when Qatar really needs to be
the impact by suffering delays to their work and upping its productivity. Preparations for the
increased pressure on their project timelines.
World Cup are not at a late state – in June 2017
the foreign minister said 45 percent of work
The Economist reported in January 2018 that
had been completed, which means more than
Qatar is struggling to meet its own stated goals half of work needs to be done in five years.
for World Cup preparation. The report stated
Infrastructure work for the World Cup began in
Qatar will not be able to fulfil its promise of
Qatar nearly eight years ago in 2010.
building 100,000 hotel rooms by 2022, and will
instead likely only reach 45,000. The report also The project managers in Doha could not be
reiterated the well-established fact that Qatar
overly specific by how far their work was runwill not be able to build the 12 football stadining behind schedule, but several did say deums it promised it would construct for the tour- lays were now being talked about “in months
nament – there will likely only be eight ready if rather than weeks”. A key aspect to the delays
project plans can be met.
has been an inability for Qatar to adequately replace shipping routes through the use of
All of this has thrown into doubt Qatar’s perOman’s Sohar and Salalah ports. Initially billed
ceived ability to host the FIFA World Cup 2022. as being an alternative to using the UAE’s
It is our assessment that there is an increasing
Dubai deep-water ports, the Oman-Qatar route
and serious risk of Qatar not being able to host
has not proved anywhere near as effective. This
the World Cup in 2022, and that if this were to
has significantly contributed to the logistical
be the case, any announcement of the tournadelays and price hikes as described above.
ment being moved elsewhere would likely come
without warning and potentially with little
notice. If Qatar were not to host the World Cup
then all related infrastructure work would be
thrown into doubt – and, as well be discussed
later, any payments due to contractors would
likely be difficult to obtain.
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Financial Risks
The reason why it is critical to understand Qatar’s
progress on World Cup preparations is because it is
vital to any assessment of risks for German businesses operating in Doha. It is not unreasonable to
say almost all building and transport related work –
industries in which German businesses are mostly
operating in Qatar – is nearly entirely related to the
World Cup project.
Issues with World Cup preparations as described
above directly play into the financial and business
risks that come with working in Qatar. Onerous
performance bonds, non-payment of contracts, and
a lack of reliable domestic arbitration are all problems that have existed in Qatar for a long time. The
fact that the country is now under severe pressure
with meeting their World Cup infrastructure plans
mean that these risks have increased and are likely
to continue to increase moving forward over the
next five years.
Qatar is well-known for its convoluted and inaccessible bureaucracy, which has historically led to
government contractors and as a result sub-contractors finding it difficult to get paid for work
and, in some cases, caused companies to close due
to non-payment. The problem has demonstrably
increased in recent times, as in 2015 around 30
cases of commercial disputes in Qatar reached the
International Chamber of Commerce arbitration
body. In the previous ten years fewer the five cases
reached international arbitration.
In an attempt to bolster its image with respect
to doing business, Qatar passed new legislation
introducing fresh arbitration rules reported in
local media during January 2018. These new laws
are intended to reassure companies about doing
business in Qatar, which is ranked lower for ease of
doing business by the World Bank than neighbours,
the UAE, Bahrain, and Oman. However, legislation
is likely to have little impact when there is a general sense among businesses operating in Qatar that
you can’t raise the alarm about malpractice and
non-payment of contracts unless you are prepared
to be thrown out of the country.

Suzannah Newboult, a construction specialist, told
Construction Week Online that “there remains a
fear, within international companies at least, that
they can only consider taking legal action against a
government body if they accept that they are never
going to work in Qatar again.”
This likely means that there are a large number of
unreported cases of business disputes that never
reach international arbitration because companies
fear being stopped from working in Qatar.
A noteworthy case study worthy of observation
by German companies is that of the recently collapsed British construction firm Carillion. It has
been argued in the United Kingdom’s parliament
that unpaid work in Qatar was the most significant
contributing factor to Carillion’s collapse.
Carillion was a key contractor for the £5.5 billion
Msheireb development in the centre of Doha,
which is a key project as part of the World Cup
preparations. The Msheireb project began in 2011
and was supposed to be completed in 2014. It remains unfinished, with latest estimates suggesting
it will be completed by the end of 2018. Carillion’s
chief executive, Richard Howsen, told a parliamentary select committee in February 2018 the project
was delayed because architects were “changed twice
a day”.
Howsen also said he visited Qatar ten times a year
to try and secure payment for Carillion’s work in
Doha. At the time of Carillion’s collapse in January
2018 the company was owed more than £200 million for their Qatari work. It would appear Howsen
was constantly reassured Carillion would be paid
– as he told parliament he had been “confident” of
payment.
Carillion was unable to walk away from its work in
Qatar because it had agreed to performance bonds
on acceptance of doing the work on the Msheireb
development. The performance bond mean that if
Carillion had been replaced as a contractor on the
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development, it would have been at their expense.
Onerous performance bonds, non-payment of contract, and a lack of reliable and effective arbitration
are all laid bare by the Carillion case. The risks of
operating in Qatar as a business are also laid bare by
this case, as the loss of hundreds of jobs in the UK,
as well as the knock-on impact on all those small and
medium sized enterprises in Carillion’s supply chain,
were all caused in part by the identified issues of
doing business in Qatar.
Cornerstone has also exclusively established that
state intervention failed in Carillion’s case. Sources in
Qatar’s business community informed Cornerstone
that British Transport Secretary Chris Grayling visited Doha in January 2018 to try and secure payment
for Carillion. Grayling met with Qatar’s prime minister and other officials to try and get the money that

could have provided Carillion with more time to try
and find a route out of its financial woes. However,
Grayling was unable to secure payment, leading to
the collapse of Carillion and the loss of hundreds of
jobs.
It is our assessment that state intervention cannot
mitigate the problems of non-payment of contract in
Qatar, and rather demonstrates the serious risks of
doing business in a country where there is a complete
absence of reliable arbitration. Any German business
that chooses to work in Qatar therefore does so on
the risk of not being able to enforce any contract.

Photo credit: Britain’s Transport Secretary Chris Grayling leaves 10 Downing street in central London for a
cabinet meeting on January 16, 2018. (AFP)
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Conclusions
German companies face the same risks as all companies operating in Qatar. These risks are principally
having to agree to onerous performance bonds, a
lack of ability to enforce contracts, and an absence of
reliable and effective domestic arbitration.
The serious risks associated with doing business in
Qatar are compounded by the pressure the country is
under due to the sanctions imposed on it by the selfstyled Arab Quartet (comprising Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, Egypt, and Bahrain). If the sanctions against
Qatar are to be expanded over time then the pressure
on Qatar’s ability to import goods would be further
impacted.

with World Cup related work because of the supply
lines problems described in this report, and the rising logistical costs linked to Qatar’s ongoing regional
isolation. These risks are likely to increase over the
coming year with no sign of the diplomatic crisis
coming to an end.
The example of Carillion should serve as a stark
warning to any German business seeking to undertake work in Qatar. State intervention couldn’t secure
Carillion the money it was owed in Qatar, and the
company’s collapse demonstrates the severe potential
consequences for any business working in Doha.

World Cup infrastructure projects are the likeliest
route for German businesses to gain entry to the
market in Qatar. There are serious risks associated

About Us
Cornerstone Global Associates is a Mayfair-based management and strategy consultancy, with
offices in Dubai, Washington DC, and Singapore. We strive to provide our clients with advisory
services that give them unique insights to the reality of doing business in complex and challenging environments.
For further information about this briefing please email contact@cstoneglobal.com.
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